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Update 16
Work Progress Week of 12/2 – 12/8

- Ceiling grid completed throughout B Wing - ceiling tile installation commenced throughout
- Patching of walls commenced following transite abatement - walls patched and spackled
- Electrician re-roughing of all fire alarm systems to prep for device install
- Electrician to finish LED classroom and corridor fixture installation
- Wall prepping started for paint preparation
- Plumbing rough-ins/valves installed to prep for casework install
Work Projected Week of 12/9 – 12/15

- All wall patching completed and ready for paint
- All rooms paint completed
- All classroom floors leveled, prepped, and VCT flooring installed throughout all classrooms
- Reinstallation of all existing security cameras
- Delivery of casework from warehouse
- Finish control wiring at kitchen HVAC
- Kitchen Exhaust ductwork completed
- Steam radiator repaired at Room 2
- Attic access hatch framing and installation
- Start cleanup throughout
- Finish all fire alarm wiring - devicing to commence upon paint completion
- Remove exterior scaffolding (pending weather)
- Finish install of all ceiling tile
Sheetrock patching and spackling to prep for paint at all existing walls
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Section III – Progress Pictures

Wall priming and 1st coats of paint at all classrooms
Finished ceiling grid and light fixture install – started ceiling tile installation throughout
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